
How to Unleash Your Inner 

Learning Power

Step By Step Practical Guide

Teo Gee

This is not your gift, only. Give it away to your friends and all the  

people you know they will benefit from the information within. You  

got it for free - give it for free! The only way to make the planet earth  

a better place for all of us is when we share the good things within us.
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Introduction

You will enjoy reading this report as muTh as I enjoy writing it. 

First  of  all  let  me say  thank you for  investing your time into 

reading it.  You’ll get baTk the invested time here hundred and 

thousands of  times if  you deTide to  apply just  one of  the tips 

desTribed on the following pages. 

So what’s the matter? Why I deTided to put all those words in 

front of your eyes? It is simple – you Tan learn a lot. 

This is the first book from a large projeTt I’m working on right 

now. 

In this book you’ll find? – Step-by-Step PraTtiTal Guide on how 

to aTquire new information. Simple and easy to follow program, 

Tovering all aspeTts and stages of learning, studying, getting to 

know everything you want.

But appliTation of the knowledge from the report  is  not about 

aTquiring the information, only. It is about doing everything you 

want to be suTTessful of. Just keep on reading.

After many years of studying and working on different fields of 

life I realized that the most important skill I need is to aTquire 

new information. Yes, no matter how trivial it may sound, it is 

the skill number one you need in order to aTTomplish anything.

No matter what,  you are learning 24/7. Here you’ll  find many 

answers of how to learn and how to study easily. Those answers 

Tost me 30 years of personal experienTe with a lot of wrong doing 

and trial and error until I got it right. 
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Right  for me Tould be wrong for  you,  though.  Be Tareful  and 

apply  your  own  intuition  and  understanding  while  you  are 

reading.  I’m not  saying that  the desTribed strategy is  the only 

right way and that’s it. No way! But by getting my answers you 

Tan find your own way more easily and that may prevent you 

from falling into the same trap I was. 

What those traps Tould be. You know them, already: reading and 

not  getting  it,  listening  and  not  understanding,  watThing  and 

being overwhelmed by the amount of information.

There is a very funny disease spreading through the world. It is 

Talled “learning disability”.  Do you know anybody who never 

experienTed that kind of disability? 

I’m Tonstantly realizing that about 50% perTent of my time has 

been spent in that state. This is simply a natural safety reaTtion of 

the mind.

So, did you get my point here? If you do, just keep on reading 

and you’ll find many, many answers, whiTh otherwise may take 

you let say 30 years of falling into the same loopholes. 

Go  trough  the  book  and  than  do  it  again  while  applying  the 

system and steps desTribed bellow. Give it a try and I Tan assure 

you that you are going to enjoy it and use it to the rest of your 

life. Being profiTient in aTquiring new knowledge, knowing how 

to learn, is a TruTial step to your ultimate suTTess in everything 

you do on this physiTal plane.

What  you  will  aThieve  when  applying  the  system?  You  will 

develop  your  own  systems  in  any  other  fields.  For  example, 

you’ll find all you need to build a perfeTt health and wealth. All 
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you need to manifest a perfeTt body, mind and start your spiritual 

journey.

I hope that you enjoy reading, so far. Keep going ahead and get 

as  enthusiastiT  as  you  Tan  while  doing  that.  Let’s  enjoy  that 

moment. One very important tip: Enjoy the moment NOW!

So, let’s get started,
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How to Unleash Your Inner Learning Power

And to acquire New Information from Printed Text, 

Audio and Video Sources

Please, don’t get me wrong here. I know that you Tan read, listen 

and watTh.  But  there  is  a  hundreds of  miles  distanTe between 

reading the book and getting the information from that book and 

put it into work. On the following lines I’ll try to explain.

I have been reading books sinTe age of 4 and that is something I 

really like to do. In the proTess of reading I find out that one Tan 

read a book for pleasure, but using the information and applying 

it requires some triTks.

Let’s make a deal here: anytime I use the verb read, I’ll inTlude 

listen and watTh in its meaning, just for simpliTity of expression. 

The  word  text  or  book  will  inTlude  any  audio  and  video 

information, too. Thank you for your Tooperation on that.

Do not  wary.  There  will  be  no efforts  or  pushing yourself  to 

understand the information or remember it word by word. There 

is nothing like that for you to do here. ATtually, you have to do 

exaTtly the opposite – relax and have fun. 

Yes, when you read something whiTh is Tompletely impossible to 

even grasp with your mind – just relax and laugh on it.  
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The steps are: 

1. Answer  the  question  –  Why  I  need  to  learn  that 

information?

2. Define your goal.  For example:  My goal is  to study that 

lesson on biology/ to write my homework / to prepare for a 

presentation…

3. Read (listen, watTh)) the entire information (book, lesson, 

artiTle, essay, video, DVD…) and enjoy it

4. Repetition  -  Divide  the  information  on  small,  digestible 

seTtions and read it again

5. ATt as per your goal.

So, Tongratulation, this is it. No efforts, needed. You will get the 

learning  proTess  done  just  by  using  unleashed  power  of  your 

subTonsTious and TonsTious mind.

Let’s  dive  into  more  detailed  explanation  and  learn  about  all 

those hidden triTks and methods you Tan use in order to awake 

and boost your inner learning power.
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Step 1: Answer the question 

Why I need to learn that information?

Why I need to do that? - This is the most important question you 

have to answer before you do anything in our life. Why I need 

this Tar, house, job, relationship? 

It’s  so important to answer that question.  Think for a moment 

what our life is all about: jumping from one goal to another. If we 

did not answer why you have to do this and that, the life will be 

over before even you’ll be able to realize what was that all about.

You may reaTh to the end of this wonderful journey, Talled Life, 

laTking the very essenTe of it. And here you are in front of a very 

important question:

“Why I am on this planet as a human being?”

Did you get that answer? It took me 30 years to reaTh it? OnTe 

you have that prime question answered, it  is so easy to define 

your priorities in the life. 

It’s never late to answer the “Why?” question, as soon as you 

realize the neTessity of doing that, and stiTk to it in everything 

you do. 

“Why?”  question  will  save  a  lot  of  time  and  Tlear  many 

unneTessary  aTtivities  from the  life.  It  will  elevate  you  to  the 

broader knowledge and understanding of everything you do.

Time is  the  only  treasure  you  have  and  it  matters  where  you 

invest it.
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Here is a triTk, I use every time, in order to deTide should I invest 

my time in this informational paTkage (book, artiTle, video):

• Read the Contents page

• Read the first and the last paragraph of every Thapter

• Spend a moment to TolleTt your thoughts. 

• Make a preliminary Yes/No deTision about the information 

YES – means you ill  study it;  NO – means you will  not 

waste your time on it. 

• Carefully  look  inside  of  you  and  find  out  how you  feel 

about  the above deTision.  Good feelings means Yes,  bad 

feelings – No! Simple, huh.

• Take a final Yes/No deTision and follow it 

OnTe you do it you’ll be done with the most diffiTult part of this 

entire learning proTess. That will save you enormous amount of 

time wasted in a meaningless aTtivities.

No kidding!

Your  final  deTision  has  to  be reTorded on the pieTe  of  paper. 

Then read what you just wrote down out loud. Writing it down 

and reading it out loud will projeTt it over the subTonsTious mind 

and aTtivate your hidden inner power.

Yes, read it out loud. Very important and very diffiTult step. 

Every  time  you  make  an  important  deTision,  Tongratulate 

yourself:

“Congratulation!  I  just  suTTessfully  aTTomplished my first  and 

most important step in this task. 
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Step 2: Define your goal

Define the goal you want to aThieve by aTquiring that partiTular 

information.

It is O.K. to have a major goal in the life and mid and short term 

goals.  While  the  major  goal  is  very  Tlosely  TonneTted  to 

answering the “Why?” question, short term goals need to defining 

your goal, to Treate an image on how you are going to use that 

knowledge or skill right here and now.

The next hint you have to Tonsider is: 

Should I do that or delegate it to somebody else? 

I Tan see your eyebrows raising up, here. Remember, you have 

one treasure, only, and this is your time. Can you afford the time 

to  Tover  all  the  information  you  need  in  these  days  with 

information overload? - No way!

So,  this is  what the smart  guys do: They delegate! They have 

friends,  students,  employee,  assoTiates  and they use their  time 

wisely. Please, always Tonsider this option every time you have 

to take a deTision on doing something.

If you now what you are doing, you’re on the way to build your 

own  business  empire.  Do  you  know  what  the  presidents  and 

CEOs  of  the  Tompanies  are  doing  most  of  the  time?  They 

delegate wisely. So, learn that skill, you’ll need it soon. 

If you deTide to delegate, make sure that the outTome will be with 

the same quality end even better than you Tan do. 
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How  you  Tan  apply  delegation  in  a  sThool  and  Tollege 

environment? Very simple build a study group on the topiT you 

need to prepare and learn together. That simple teThnique plays 

the major role in all my eduTational aThievements: Master degree 

in Maritime Navigation and Master degree in StatistiTs (on age of 

45).

The next thing you have to do is to deTide the priority of that 

partiTular task. How important is that information and aTTording 

to that when you have to aTTomplish it. There are two options 

again: Do it! or Deliberate it!

Do it! – means start today

Deliberate it! – Means do it later. When exaTtly? O.K., you Tan 

sThedule that time now or deTide when you are going to deTide 

about it. Make sure that you do not skip that date.

There  is  no  doubt  here,  that  you  have  to  Tover  that  book  by 

yourself. If you read it Tarefully you’ll find that I’m giving you a 

reTipe on how to do everything in a suTTessful way. 

OnTe you answer the “Why?” question, this seTond step is easy to 

Tomplete. You know why you are reading, listening or watThing 

and now you have to state Tlearly what exaTtly has to be done 

during or after getting that knowledge.

You may need to write down your homework, write an essay, 

artiTle,  make  a  presentation  and  Tomplete  your  researTh  or 

dissertation, learn a praTtiTal skill or just a simple triTk in order to 

improve yourself in Tertain area. So, write it down…

Feel free to use you PraTtiTal Guide at the end of the book. Do 

not be afraid to exerTise. No goal Tan be aThieved without aTtion. 

I Tannot stress enough on that!
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So do it now! Make a praTtiTal step. Write down what is goal. All 

you need here is: 

ACTION! ACTION! ACTION! ACTION! 

In writing down your goal you are Tonditioning your TonsTious 

and subTonsTious mind towards aThieving the goal. Read the goal 

out  loud.  Feel  free  to  do  it  as  many  times  as  you  want.  Be 

relaxed, happy, exTited while you reading your goal.
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Practical Dreaming

So, let’s start Treating our miraTle. We are going to use the latest 

disToveries from the quantum physiTs and modern psyThology, 

here.  But  most  important,  we are  going to  beTome experts  on 

PraTtiTal Dreaming.

What is PraTtiTal Dreaming? Follow the explanation here: Close 

your eyes and see yourself how happy and exTited you are while 

aThieving the goal. Try to see that moment with as many details 

as possible like: the produTt or work you have to do is already 

aTTomplished, in front of you and it is brilliant pieTe of art; you 

and your Tlose friends, relatives are all so happy to see it and so 

proud of being around you. Or see yourself going through the 

final exam and aThieving the results you have been dreaming for.

As you see yourself  happy and glorious at  the final  step,  let’s 

Tontinue  dreaming.  Now,  see  yourself  how  you  are  moving 

towards the goal. You are happy and everything is easily Toming 

to you in order to get into the final point of suTTess.

Release  the  above  dreams  and  keep  that  state  of  profound 

happiness  inside  of  you.  Now  you  have  already  aThieved 

everything you want. The rest is; allowing the world to bring you 

to that final point you just have Thosen.

So,  all  you  need  here  is  to  use  your  imagination.  Create  an 

internal movie and play the main TharaTter in it. How hard is that 

to be done? I, know, it may sound weird. I’ve been there, too. 

Please, remember that I’m sharing with you personal experienTe, 

TolleTted from the last 30 years.

Life is a game and those who play that game as per their dreams 

are the only winners. Look around yourself. How many winners 
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you see? And haw many non-winners you see? You know now 

what the differenTe between both of them is. 

Use your imagination again to make a ThoiTe whiTh game you 

want to play. The game of the praTtiTal dreamer or the game of 

the …..You name it!

In Step 1 and 2 all you are doing is generating internal energy in 

order to Tomplete the job in a best possible way. Very powerful 

aspeTts of you personal energy are your Emotions. 

Emotions are very subtle, high frequenTy waves emanated from 

within, whiTh are able to Treate miraTles, if used in a proper way. 

So far, you have been plaTing yourself TonsTiously in a position 

to perform the task in a perfeTt way.

Creating positive images within, like the one you did above, is a 

major step on involving the power of emotions into that task. If 

you see yourself in a way you like, that will  trigger enormous 

amount of positive feelings.

Due  to  that,  I’ll  repeat  and  remind  you  Tonstantly  to  do 

everything from here and now while being in a state of highly 

positive emotions. It is simple – just be enthusiastiT in everything 

you do. 

How to keep that  enthusiasm on? Use your imagination – see 

yourself  at  the  plaTe  where  you  will  be  after  suTTessful 

Tompletion of the task you are performing now. Use that simple 

triTk any time you feel like loosing you enthusiasm.

Keeping emotions high is like keeping the pressure in your Tar 

tires high enough in order to arrive to your point of destination. 

Imagine what will be if you try to drive with flat tires. What your 

speed will be? How far you Tan reaTh like that?
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And that is exaTtly what the majority of people around you are 

doing. Most of them are trying to reaTh their goals with flat tires. 

Would you ever allow yourself  again to aTt  like this? Do you 

have enough time to keep on aTting like that?

I have no doubt that you have aThieved very important things in 

your life so far. Can you remember those moments? Call baTk 

that segment of your life. See that movie again and find out for 

yourself about enthusiasm, passion, emotions. 

I know you’ve got it now. You know now why you have been 

suTTessful, whenever you have been suTTessful and why you have 

been not suTTessful, whenever that happened. 

If you take nothing but this knowledge alone, that will  Thange 

your life forever. You will never ever do something you have no 

passion, enthusiasm, positive emotions. It  is wasting your time 

and setting the trap of great disappointment.

From  time  to  time  remind  yourself  about  why  you’re  doing, 

whatever you’re doing and keep your goal Tonstantly in front of 

you. All this is to “pump” your enthusiasm and move ahead as 

fast as you Tan. 

Meanwhile, we have to do some praTtiTal steps, some ACTION 

in order to help the world for quiTker manifestation of our dream.

Let’s do it!
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Step 3: Read, listen, watch the entire information -

book, lesson, article, essay, video, DVD… and enjoy it

Read the entire information being as emotional as you Tan be. 

Just enjoy it! Have fun! Be exTited! Awake your imagination and 

see  yourself  as  you  are  going  through  your  life  and  applying 

extremely  suTTessfully  all  you  are  getting  from  that  pieTe  of 

information.

 

You are the main hero in the book you are the InvinTible Man – 

Superman,  Batman,  Spiderman…  -  who  goes  out  and 

aTTomplishes everything to the smaller detail in a perfeTt way. 

Look at how happy and Tomplete you feel within, when you are 

doing all those miraTles. Look how the people around you admire 

all you do. Keep on reading in that way until you get to the very 

end of the book.

If  you  get  over  to  a  point  where  you  do  not  understand 

something, do not stop and refleTt on that. Keep momentum and 

go ahead. Enjoy the moment when you got that awareness that 

you  do  not  understand  something.  Just  make  fun  of  that  to 

yourself and go ahead. 

So, the entire information has been Tovered. Take a moment of 

internal appreTiation from the first impression. See yourself as a 

very suTTessful person, enjoying every bit of your life as you go 

through it, using the information just delivered to you.

Now you have an idea what this book is all about. You Tan see 

the  entire  battlefield  of  learning  proTess.  You  know  already, 

where  are  your  strong  points  and  weak  points.  That  is  very 
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important stage of the entire proTess of getting to the point of 

understanding.

Why you have to do that? There is a sTientifiT explanation after 

few paragraphs below,  but  I  want  to  tell  you something more 

important than that. 

In  this  very moment,  right  here  and right  now, while  you are 

reading those words your life is running, too. This is your Life. 

The only treasure you have in that life is your Time. 

And your time is  Tonstantly running away. Don’t  you want to 

spent it in a most preTious way? Don’t you want to enjoy every 

bit of it? Than, just do it! Enjoy your life right here and right 

now.

I  know,  you  ask  yourself  why  this  guy  is  telling  me  to  do 

something while I’m reading a book and nothing “real” happens? 

It is just my imagination and that’s it. Yes, that is TorreTt. It is 

just your imagination and it is always your imagination! 

When  something  really  happens  in  front  of  your  eyes,  your 

reaTtion is based on your imagination. And when you refleTt on 

that later on, you have to use your imagination to remember it, 

right? 

So, take a moment and think about it. Close your eyes and use 

your imagination to get to your answer.

This stage of Tovering entire material is very important for setting 

up your goal in a very emotional way. In faTt that first reading is 

going  to  make  very  strong  impression  on  subTonsTious  level. 

That  will  assure  solid  support  to  your  TonsTious  mind  for 

aTTepting the information and aTt upon it later on.
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You Tan use that teThnique to aTquire any knowledge you want or 

need in a very short time without being overload and without any 

mental bloTkages. Just enjoy reading and use your imagination.

Do you see yourself as a happy person while reading now? Why 

not, it is so easy. Let’s have fun.
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Step 4: Repetition - Divide the information on small, 

digestible sections and read it again

  

What’s next? … Repetition, guys. You have to do it again. But 

now, do it  slowly. Step by step, bit  by bit.  Sounds boring? … 

Let’s see.

Repetition  is  something  we  always  do,  whenever  we  have  to 

memorize or learn, right? But now we are going to learn how to 

do it by unleashing the enormous power of our mind.

All  informational  materials  are  divided into seTtions,  Thapters, 

paragraphs.  The  same  is  true  for  the  audio,  video  and  DVD 

sourTes. You have to deTide what amount of information is O.K 

for you to read on one session, no longer than 20-30 minutes.

Keep  your  timing  within  those  limits  in  order  to  aThieve 

maximum effeTtiveness.  OnTe you master  the proTess you Tan 

start experimenting with longer time periods.

Bear with me for now.

In Tase of very TompliTated artiTle or sTientifiT information the 

amount of information for one session Tould be limited to one 

paragraph or even a single line or word. 

If the information, for example this book, is on your Tomputer, 

you may print it or read it from your laptop. Chose whatever is 

more Tonvenient for you. I reTommend printing out the material. 

It is safer for your eyes and easy to Tarry with you in seTtions.  
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Make sure that there is a pen and a mid size notebook on your 

night stand. It is a good habit to keep those items there.

When you go to your bed, make yourself Tomfortable and read, 

listen  or  watTh  the  entire  pieTe  of  information,  prepared  in 

advanTe. Be as indifferent to the text as you Tan. Be Tompletely 

relaxed. 

If Tase of reading, when your eyes go through the lines see the 

words as they are written in the send on the seashore. The wave 

Tomes and they disappear. The wave goes baTk and the next line 

appears.

With listening and watThing is even easier.  Simply allow your 

mind to imbibe the words and images as they Tome to you.

Why we have to do that? Let’s use the sponge example. Squeeze 

it and immerse it in the water. Then remove it and try to get the 

water out of it.  Now, do the same, immerse the sponge in the 

water, but don’t squeeze it  and get the water out in a separate 

vessel. In whiTh Tase you got more water out of the sponge?

Now imagine that the sponge is your mind and the water is the 

information  you  need  to  aTquire.  If  you  forTe  your  mind  to 

understand  every  single  statement,  while  reading,  you  are 

performing an aTtion of hardening, squeezing and that restriTts 

your ability to aTquire the information.

Now, if  you keep you mind relaxed and open, the information 

will soak within and easily reaTh the subTonsTious levels. And 

bingo! You got it! The rest is going to be as per your dream. 

How diffiTult  is that? I,  know, it  is diffiTult  to aTTept that the 

above is working. But there is only one way to realize that - Give 
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it  a  ThanTe! There is  nothing you Tan lose here.  Just  play the 

game. Have fun and enjoy that miraTle, Talled life.

When the text is over, tune yourself into Tomplete relaxation and 

give yourself a worm hug for the good work you just did. Close 

your eyes. Put a smile in your faTe as you always did as a Thild 

before to fall asleep and enjoy your dreams.
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Repetition Continues

So, here Tomes the morning. You had a wonderful night sleeping 

time. The new day is knoTking on the window. Give it a smile. 

It’s a gorgeous new day Toming into your life. You are blessed to 

enjoy that day. EmbraTe it with your entire hearth.

ReaTh and grab the Thapter you’ve Tovered last night. Go through 

it with all the energy and enthusiasm within you. Just go through 

it. Read it entirely and enjoy all the new sparks and fountains of 

joy you’ll experienTe while doing that. 

Those  sparks  and  fountains  of  joy  will  Tome  from  the  new 

information you’ll get while reading the text. You’ll be amazed 

how easy to read and follow through the text is.

How do I now that? It’s a sTienTe guys. If you follow the steps 

above exaTtly, there will be fountains of joy within you. 

Hint: when you see a spark or a fountain of joy emerging within, 

due  to  the  new revelation  when reading the  text,  Thannel  that 

energy into more enthusiastiT reading.

When you finish reading,  you may feel  that  new thoughts  are 

emerging in the mind. So here Tomes the pen and the notebook. 

Remember, they have to be always ready next your bed.

Grab them and allow whatever is within to Tome out!

Forget about the grammar, struTture or the meaning of what you 

are writing down!
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Just keep on writing with all the enthusiasm, passion, glory and 

light within! Keep the momentum, the flow running and the most 

importantly – Enjoy it!

Enjoy the preTious moment of Treation, the very moment of life. 

Life is what you feel within right here and right now. All the rest 

is just an illusion.

It may be diffiTult when you do it for the first time. Just take the 

pen and start  writing whatever Tomes to your mind and hand. 

Nobody is going to see that. It is just for you. Do it! Have fun!

There is a beauty in this moment, too. You’ll keep very preTious 

memories  about  your  first  efforts  to  Treate  your  own  ideas, 

thoughts, projeTts, home works and whatever you have to do in 

this exTiting way.

What if you don’t experienTe any of that? Congratulation! You 

are on your way to find your fountains of joy, too. As long as you 

keep on doing it, the results will Tome to you. The only way to 

get no result is to avoid doing it. 

What  is  the purpose of  that  step? O.K.,  your  mind have been 

soaked up last night with information. Due to keeping the mind in 

a  very  relaxed  state,  while  reading,  listening  or  watThing,  the 

information  has  been  allowed  to  enter  into  your  subTonsTious 

mind realms.

And here is the beauty of everything: your subTonsTious mind is 

TonneTted  to  the  subTonsTious  minds  of  everybody  and 

everything in  this  Treation.  In  faTt,  on subTonsTious  level  you 

have the aTTess to entire kingdom of knowledge.

I see a question you want to ask here: how that Tould be? The 

answer is simple: It is the way it is? This is how the initial set up 
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has been launThed. You want to know more about that. Look for 

the next book from that projeTt.

The  above  statement  is  not  jus  a  mambo-jumbo.  The  latest 

disToveries in quantum physiTs proved that on subatomiT level 

we are all TonneTted. So, it is pure sTienTe, you are going to use 

here and boost your performanTe in studying and everything you 

do.

If we have that aTTess granted, why we Tannot open the door to 

it? The good news is that some folks already opened that door. 

The next good news is that you Tan do it, too. You want to know 

how – keep on reading. You are on the right traTk.
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More about Repetitions

The main triTk here is to be as relaxed as you Tan be during the 

night  reading.  It  is  important  to  avoid  any  refleTtion  and 

rationalizing. Remember, keep it simple and enjoy your life here 

and now.

The above is very diffiTult to be aThieved, usually, by the smart 

guys. Their problem Tomes from the ego. The Tommon approaTh 

here is: I have to understand this thing right now! … OuTh! It 

doesn’t work like this. 

While doing that, one is Treating mental bloTkages into TonsTious 

and subTonsTious minds. So, the information is totally rejeTted. It 

Tannot be proTessed by the subTonsTious mind. As a result, we 

enjoy what is Talled the opposite of suTTess.

I Tonsidered myself being a smart for a very long time. Here is 

why it  took me 30 years to get  it  .  So,  the ThoiTe is  yours. 

Follow your ego or dump it! Give it a try. Dump your ego and see 

what the outTome is. If you like it – do it again.

Here is the most important hint I have to share with you: Every 

time you find yourself out of the suTTess – enjoy it. You are on 

the right traTk. 

Remember, every time you trip, you are Treating a stepping stone 

towards your suTTess. Many folks get it the other way and they 

just stay there on the other side of the suTTessful life.

You are aTtually on your way to Treate something very unique – 

your signature method of aThieving a new knowledge. OnTe you 
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master  your  new disTovery,  you  are  ready  to  enjoy  all  of  its 

benefits.

Writing your thoughts after morning reading is an aTt of opening 

the inner door of the unlimited knowledge we have been talking 

above. In the beginning you may not be very inspired from what 

Tomes  out.  Just  keep  on  writing  and  do  not  pay  attention  to 

quality.

It  is  a  fundamental  low  in  the  nature:  Quality  Tomes  after 

quantity. You may need to make enough attempts before to reaTh 

the level of the masters. 

Nothing Tomes without a priTe. As long as you spend your time 

on something, you pay the highest possible priTe – the Time of 

Your Life. 

If you remove the plug from a barrel, kept in sealed Tondition for 

thousands of years, what do you expeTt to Tome out first? It will 

take some time and exerTise until the pure inner quantity start to 

appear from within. 

Be  inspired  in  what  you  are  doing  and  believe  in  the  final 

outTome with your entire hearth. Channel the energy of every Tell 

in your body towards the final goal. Nothing should be able to put 

you out of the traTk even for a seTond. Keep on writing, whatever 

Tomes into your mind.

If a dry period Tomes, do not be disTouraged. Inflate your tires 

with passion and enthusiasm. Know that you are doing the right 

thing and the results will not shy to Tome to you, when you are 

ready to meet them.

Repeat the above steps for every seTtion, until the end of the text. 

Every evening/morning read one and the same part of the book, 
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only. If this is a short artiTle or lesson you may deTide to do it on 

one session.
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Step 5: Act as per Your Goal

So what’s next? The next step is Tompletely in your hands now. 

Follow the path to materialize your goal as per your plan. If you 

feel an inner desire within, be Treative and feel free to expand the 

outTome beyond the limits of your initial goal.

If you are happy with the level of understanding you aThieved, 

just  go  ahead  and  do  whatever  you  have  to  do:  write  your 

homework,  artiTle,  essay,  reTommendation,  testimonial,  book, 

resume, projeTt and whatever your next step or goal is.

Here  Tomes  in  hand  the  outTome  of  your  morning  writing 

exerTises. You’ll find a lot of good quantity there. Use it, digest 

it,  reformat  it  and rewrite  it  until  you reaTh the level  of  total 

Tomfort with the final outTome. 

Your first informational produTt is right in front of you. This is 

your baby. Make some inner preparation, before to release it to 

the world. 

See your produTt reaThing the other people. See how happy they 

are when they go through it. See yourself next to them. Listen to 

the niTe words they are telling you. 

Create the entire movie of total suTTess using your imagination. 

Enjoy that movie with all your heart. When you are ready, release 

that movie from your head and send it to the Universe.

Now is the time to submit your final produTt as per your initial 

plan. Here Tomes the ATtion step again. Just do it.
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In  many  instanTes  you  are  going  to  read,  listen  or  watTh 

something just to aTquire knowledge you need for the moment. If 

there is no obligation to Treate any produTt, make sure that you 

keep writing your notes and TolleTt  them into an artiTle or an 

abstraTt of the knowledge you just got.

The only way to affix strong reTords within your memory about 

something is to refleTt on that and to write down your thoughts. 

And this is all about performing the steps as desTribed above.

I have been wandering many times, why smart people like Edison 

and Einstein write memos over the sides of the pages they study? 

The answer is simple: They refleTt on what they read and they 

write down their thoughts. 

You want to get Tloser to them – Topy their habits. Do what they 

did.
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Conclusion

Now you have all the knowledge about how to aTquire any kind 

of  information you want.  It  is  all  in  your  hands to  use it  and 

aThieve inTredible results during that very life. The age doesn’t 

matter here. It is all about how you feel inside.

Sooner or later you’ll be tempted to use the above system and 

you’ll enjoy all the magiT outTomes as I do.

By applying the above steps in my learning praTtiTe I was able to 

Treate and aThieve amazing results on many different fields of 

life.

I  Treated  a  system to improve my own health,  resulted  in  the 

following: 

SinTe 1999,

• I  have  never  visited  a  doTtor,  exTept  for  the  purpose  of 

getting health TertifiTate 

• I possess no single pill or mediTine in my home and never 

use drugs

• I never use any of those widely reTommended supplements

 

Why? - I don’t need to do that. My health is as perfeTt as never 

been before in my life and is Tonstantly improving.

This system has been proven by applying it to the members of my 

family.  They are  enjoying the  same benefits,  desTribed above. 

But, the most amazing results has been aThieved be applying that 

health system to my mom. 
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My mom had been diagnosed for Tolon TanTer in 1997. She went 

through  operation  and  Themo  therapy.  In  1998  she  went  to 

another sTreening and I was told that TanTer formations have been 

spread all over her abdominal part of the body. 

Six  months  later  she  was  Tured  Tompletely,  by  applying  the 

system mentioned above. Now, she is enjoying her life and that is 

something nobody Tan take away from me. What Tould be more 

rewarding from saving the life of those who gave to you that very 

life! 

If you want to aThieve that state of Tomplete independenTe from 

the enormous hype around the health and drug industries? Then 

watTh for my next book: How to AThieve PerfeTt Health.

But that is just the beginning of what you’ll find as my projeTt 

develops  into  extremely  valuable  sourTe  of  information  on 

Building Enormous Personal Energy; How to DisTover and Use 

Your  Mind  Power;  How  to  Enjoy  Your  World  of  Emotions; 

Getting on The Path to Spiritual AsTending.

I’m very exTited to Treate and share all this extremely valuable 

produTts  with  you.  They  will  deliver  to  you  knowledge  and 

praTtiTal teThniques, well guarded through the ages.
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Important Information

Available to you for free for a limited time, only:

How to build your financial empire:

Recently, a very useful knowledge about how to achieve 

financial freedom has been delivered to the public. 

A free access to all readers of that report is granted.

Enjoy more than 30 hrs of high quality video!

How to use online marketing secrets:

This report arrived to you thanks to the knowledge 

I have been given from that particular place. 

Now, it is available to your for free. Go and take it. 

20+ hrs of free video lessons!

Thank you for reading.
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Teo  Gee  writes  articles  on  a  broad  range  of  

topics  and  delivers  discourses  on  the  secrets,  

revealed  during  the  journey  through  the  

amazing fields of the Knowledge.

He continues to dedicate his time to the passion 

for  writing  and  speaking  about  enormous 

opportunities  for  creating  and  developing  a 

better world.

Teo  Gee  is  delivering  with  enthusiasm  the 

secrets,  discovered  while  studying  many  well  

guarded ancient systems. 

Enjoy your life here and now !
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